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Publisherâ€™s Note:Â  Â Products purchased from 3rd Party sellers are not guaranteed by the

Publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the

product.Clinical Anesthesia, Seventh Edition, covers the full spectrum of clinical options, providing

insightful coverage of pharmacology, physiology, co-existing diseases, and surgical procedures.

This classic book is unmatched for its clarity and depth of coverage. Traditionally available as a

printed textbook, now it comes with a completely revamped digital experience, powered by

Inkling.Â  Viewable through a browser or as a download to your tablet or smartphone, the digital

version includes:The complete text with optimized navigationA powerful, index-based

searchHundreds of videos demonstrating teaching points for procedures and concepts. The videos

teach airway anatomy via bronchoscope, demonstrate decision-making via animated algorithms,

and simplify physiologic concepts via simple visual demonstrationsAll referenced cases, studies and

pages are linked throughout for instant accessRegular updates integrated into the text of the

electronic versionThe ability to share notes with friends and colleaguesWhether youâ€™re brushing

up on the basics, or preparing for a complicated case, the digital version will let you take the content

wherever you go and offer you the most interactive experience yet.
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â€œOverall, this book and its accompanying multimedia package provide an accessible,

comprehensive and up-to-date learning tool and reference for all aspects of the specialty.â€•"The



multimedia accompaniment is cross-referenced throughout the textbook and is an innovative and

useful tool."--Avninder Chana, European Journal of Anaesthesiology 2014; 31:63-64Â 

I bought Barash because I just can't read Miller (Baby Miller is great though). This new version is a

great deal - you get the book AND the complete on-line product for one price. The textbook is

massive at 1880 pages, full color, and looks nice. I haven't even opened mine. The on-line product

is amazing! They published it through Inkling (www.inkling.com), and with this version you get full

text access plus all the multimedia extras. All are available on the web or via the iProduct/Android

apps. The Inkling app isn't quite as polished as iBooks or Kindle, but their help desk was fast and

responsive to a minor issue with my account.The material itself is very easy to read. I found a few

typos and contradictions, but nothing that detracts in a meaningful way. Overall, I am very happy

with this version of Barash, making it my go-to source for information.

Excellent reference for CRNA school and clinicals (and future boards)! Easy to understand/read.

The e-book content via Inkling is wonderful and far superior to any other e-reader I've used. There

are a lot of videos and multimedia in the e-book that help explain difficult concepts. This book is not

required for my program but our instructors reference it all the time, and it is on the bibliography for

the certification exam. Highly recommend!

Continues to be a great anesthesia resource. Updated videos, text, and interactive media. I want to

let everyone know that you must buy the hardcover. DO NOT buy the kindle edition. The hardcover

is sitting on my bookshelf but the best part is the inkling copy that you get for free! You can

download this app to your iphone, ipad, or other handheld devices. It comes with the full ebook and

has all the videos and multimedia. This is where people were disappointed with assuming the kindle

version would have all of this. Don't get me wrong I have hundreds of kindle books, but for this one

use the inkling format. PLUS you can highlight and make notes and it transfers to the copy on all

your devies (your computer, ipad, iphone, etc.) I had never heard of inkling before but I am now a

huge fan.

Barash's Clinical Anesthesia is one of the top anesthesia books for any SRNA, CRNA,

Anesthesiology Resident or anyone involved in the field of anesthesia. Easy to read as Morgan and

Mikhail, but digging in a lot deeper!



I read this book from cover to cover. I have recommended this book to my residents in

anesthesiology. It gives you the framework on which you build your fund of knowledge in

Anesthesiology. I am a practicing anesthesiologist.

Highly recommend; chapters comprehensive but concise. Information presented clearly. Graphic

illustrations excellent and various videos support the written material in a way that increases

comprehension and retention. Appreciate the "Did you know?" facts found in the margins of the text.

We plan to utilize this text for our Basics of Anesthesia class - extremely well done.

The book seems to be very good and informative. It is written in very clear language and every point

in anesthesiology is explained in simple words. There are many useful illustrations. This book may

serve as a preparatory book for doctors starting their residency before they study the 'big' Barash

textbook.
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